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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 

 

Best Western Premier Yew Lodge Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, DE74 2DF  

Wednesday 6th February 2019 at 9.30am 

 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: Patti Atkinson, James Broome, Angela Flanagan, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, 
James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  

Apologies were received from Ben Freer. CS noted BF had e-mailed some points of note. 

The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

MK noted that the meeting would be recorded. CS noted MK’s request to time stamp the agenda 
items to make it easier to review the recording. 

2 Conflicts of interest 

No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 

The minutes of the 9th November meeting were proposed by DW, seconded by JI, and agreed as a 
true record of the meeting. The minutes of the 10th November meeting were proposed by PA, 
seconded by JR, and agreed as a true record of the meeting. The Chairman signed the minutes of 
both meetings. 

4 Matters arising 

1. Social Media Strategy: CS noted that the training initiative and the additional Try Driving 
Days should be publicised via the Social Media strategy.  

JB noted that the PR company wished to train up to 10 drivers in interview techniques on 
Friday 8th March before the pre-season event at Cricklands. An initial presentation will be 
followed by one to one training. A second group of people who have an interest in the sport, 
would be trained to generate content to be provided to PRfect and disseminated by them. 
This would also be on Friday 8th with training materials being distributed to those unable to 
attend at a later date by e-mail. JB noted the cost was £4k / year. The intention is to 
promote all aspects of our sport to a wider audience. CS suggested MK could hold a copy 
of the package for distribution. JB noted Amy Mundell had already volunteered and JI noted 
Rebecca March was happy to represent Scotland. CS suggested all the Nationals and 
Regionals plus any clubs running Novice Qualifiers, Indoor Driving, UKCC coaches, 
international teams and young drivers will be invited to nominate a representative to receive 
the training and/or the training materials. JB asked MK to send an invitation to all these 
groups and will supply an appropriate wording.  

MK noted she had been asked for suggestions for contacts for a “Have a Go” driving article 
for Horse and Hound. AF volunteered and it was agreed that Minta Winn, Joanna 
Broadbent and Sue Mart would also be ideal candidates to take part if they were willing to 
do so. 

2. CASC appeal: CS noted he had not had a chance to progress this but planned to do so in 
the next few weeks. He will liaise with MK to source the necessary paperwork. 

3. On-line membership platform: MK reported back on the additional questions she had 
posed to GoMembership. JB asked about the cost comparison between MyClubhouse and 
GoMembership. MyClubhouse has add on packages but once the figure is established it’s a 
fixed price annually. CS reviewed the history of discussions regarding the cost of Sport 80 
and the cost to BC. CS noted that he had calculated the total transaction cost to be around 
8-9K / year. PA queried the need for BC to contribute towards event costs.  
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MK had circulated initial thoughts of the MyClubhouse system before the meeting after a 
presentation yesterday.  

The presentation from MyClubhouse to Council was then given on-line. Matthew noted he 
had done quite a bit of set up without adding any specific functionality although some 
tweaks in the long term would be required. The method of joining was demonstrated with 
the member’s registration process. Discounts can be applied in the basket. We would write 
our own privacy policy and there’s a page to insert this information. The overseas surcharge 
needs members to be honest as it cannot be linked to their address. There are options to 
ask as many or as few questions as we wished. Young drivers would be shown a parental 
consent form which creates an audit trail in the event of a safeguarding issue. Members can 
also choose what level of email communication they wish which can be filtered and should 
prevent any communication errors. There is also a category for legitimate use but this 
needs used with care. The membership secretary receives an e-mail to say who has joined, 
the member receives a confirmation and the membership is automatically accepted. The 
system supports as many Stripe or Gocardless accounts as we wish. It is possible to have 
the event receive the entry, with the start fee going to BC.  

Matthew then demonstrated the way members would enter an event. A map plots the event 
location. Classes can have a minimum or maximum ability level. The costs and add-ons 
were listed. Horses can be registered with as much detail as required. The system will then 
suggest the names of a member’s horses. Members can be allowed to enter their own 
ability level and record an audit trail of their progression. Alternatively, it can be set to only 
allow administrators to set ability levels or can be made as an advisory note regarding 
levels. The system can also fill in the form for future events. An organiser can log in and see 
who has paid and the system will sort out how many entries there are in each class, how 
many have asked for a stable, hook up etc. CS asked if this information could potentially be 
downloaded into the scoring programme. Matthew said it would depend on the format. The 
columns can be exported in a set format although some of the column names may be 
different. Matthew asked if it was possible to see the scoring programme and he would see 
if he could make them compatible. The option exists for the event administrator to make 
changes and their access can be limited to creating an event but not having any access to 
others. There is no limit to the number of people in any role. CS asked if affiliated clubs 
could use the same system. Matthew noted that there is an ability to define any subset and 
allocate permissions to set lists. The option to join different clubs is not currently supported 
although he wished to extend the system to do this and offer a greater ability to allow 
individual branding. It would be possible to offer a separate licence to each club but 
Matthew felt greater interaction would be desirable. He offered to work with BC to create a 
system that could work and ideally apply to other clubs.  

The time frame to be up and running can be very short and the critical factor is how much 
customisation is required and the time and effort put in by club officials to push it forward. 

CS asked if there was cost for support and Matthew confirmed that this was not charged. 
For the first few months a lot of the set up will be done for us. 

An annual subscription is payable depending on how many members we have and how 
many add-ons we purchase. If we have between 800 and 2000 members, there will be no 
extra cost. 

CS thanked Matthew for his time yesterday and today and disconnected the link. 

It was agreed that MyClubhouse had a greater degree of flexibility but required a greater 
degree of technical knowledge to set up. The directors were in agreement that they felt this 
system was suitable and had been impressed with Matthew. The size of the company was 
discussed but the directors did not feel this was an issue as they had been working with a 
variety of sports for many years. 

CS asked whether any member wished to propose that the decision to go with 
Revolutionise be revoked. This was proposed by PA, seconded by AF and agreed 
unanimously. CS felt that there were 3 options: look into MyClubhouse further, approve 
MyClubhouse or approve GoMembership. MK noted she would like to take up the offer from 
MyClubhouse of a month’s free trial with a Stripe account to run dummy transactions. CS 
noted this time frame would enable him to create a better financial comparison. DW asked 
which was the cheaper option financially and CS felt this was a tricky comparison due to the 
different pricing structure. His feeling was that MyClubhouse was the cheaper option long-
term but the month’s free trial would offer the option to see which add-ons were required. 
CS suggested having the trial in March and for the dummy event set up the National 
Championships. This was proposed by DL, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. MK 
will communicate this to Matthew and set a date for the trial.  

CS referred to the PA’s query over the decision to bear the cost as it was more transparent 
to have a fixed annual cost. Much of this would be covered by the saving in the office 
assistant’s time. During the trial MK will look into such thigs as the different payment 
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methods. JB noted that if the system was used, this year organisers were under no 
obligation to use Stripe. JB noted that Stripe did not refund the transaction fee. 

4. Barclays / Santander options – carried forward from 9/11/18: CS reported BF had 
written to say he had made no progress. It will be carried forward to the next meeting. 

5. Action from letter of representation – carried forward from 9/11/18: CS noted the 
accountants had indicated a problem with invoice authorisation which was a matter of 
corporate governance regarding who had authorisation to sign off on expenditure. CS 
suggested a more flexible but fixed procedure, detailing delegated levels of authority, to 
increase the number of people able to authorise expenditure, in addition to the Treasurer, 
and this was agreed. 

6. ATVs and insurance – carried forward from 9/11/18: CS apologised for not actioning this 
item. It refers to whether or not any insurance provision for members driving quad bikes at 
events is incorporated into our existing insurance policy. 

7. Financial assistance for FEI 2* events in GBR: BF had indicated he felt it is difficult to 
know what assistance might be available until we know what costs we will incur with the 
new database and also that seeing the Hopetoun and Sandringham accounts would be 
helpful. JI noted an extra £4.5k roughly was spent on FEI judges and additional veterinary 
regulations. CS noted the advantages of enabling drivers to attain FEI 3* status on home 
soil the opportunity to achieve qualification scores for World Championships. JR noted that 
without home internationals, the rules would need to be changed regarding progression to 
enter events abroad. This would then mean drivers would have to enter their first 2* event 
abroad and travel abroad for all qualifying scores. DL agreed the 2 FEI events on home soil 
were therefore important but expressed concerns as he felt there could be some resistance 
to money being spent on FEI events by ordinary members. CS felt the contribution from BC 
to the classes could be redistributed to support the events. JI noted a conflict of interest but 
felt some support would encourage other events in future to make the transition and run as 
an international and CS agreed a support package would assist other events taking up the 
FEI mantle. CS noted BF had not come back with a proposal but more questions. DW felt it 
was important to acknowledge the need to offer support in some way but not in a way that 
affected the general membership who had no international aspirations. CS asked JI to 
prepare a note of the total costs associated with the FEI event and any additional entry 
fees. MK was asked to write to Sandringham, asking for the same information, with a note 
of the intention to create a support package. 

8. Stickers for club members’ carriages: DL felt we should be able to offer BC stickers. MK 
will ask Owen Pilling for a cost of different sizes. It was agreed to discontinue the idea of 
club stickers. 

9. Selection and Ratification Panels for Horse Fours 2019 and Single Horses 2020: MK 
noted that Boyd had accepted the invitation but Anna Grayston and Di Hayes had declined. 
Fred Pendlebury was proposed by JR, seconded by DW and agreed unanimously by those 
eligible to vote. MK will ask Fred Pendlebury if he will take on this role for the Horse Fours. 
Sue Mart was proposed by AF, seconded by JI, and agreed unanimously. MK will ask Sue 
Mart if she will take on this role for the Single Horses. 

10. Storage of records: MK noted that she had not received any reply to emails sent to BF. 
She had therefore contacted CS with quotations for storage locally. CS noted the high cost 
of this and it was agreed the records would be returned to Ian Gilbert’s premises where they 
were in a locked and alarmed room. CS noted he agreed that the premises were suitable.  

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 

11. Membership Survey: CS thanked MK for organising this. After some discussion of the 
results, CS wondered if there was a way to publicise the insurance package BC offered and 
felt this could be created with input from Howden. PA suggested adding this to the 
Facebook page. CS asked for an enhanced reference to insurance with the reminder letter.  

12. Pre-season Training for Novice and Evolution drivers: AF noted that the next 
installment of £1.6k of the grant was agreed. She reported she had received 8 replies 
requesting one to one dressage training, or groups for cones and obstacles, although they 
are spread widely around the country. CS asked if the coaching could be offered at events 
but it was felt pre-season training was preferred. AF noted a voucher could be sent but 
feedback would be needed. CS suggested £100 / person split between 2 sessions subject 
to feedback being received and conditional on an invoice being submitted from the trainer 
and feedback from the driver. CS suggested AF design a form which asked the necessary 
questions. This was proposed by DL, seconded by PA and agreed unanimously. AF will 
administer this offer and liaise with the drivers. CS suggested adding a paragraph for the 
next Carriage Driving news pages. AF will send this to MK and MK will also send this to the 
clubs to encourage drivers to progress.  
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JI asked what can be done for Scotland, Ireland and Wales and said HorseScotland were 
booked to talk to the SCDA members at their AGM next weekend. At present there is no 
funding for areas other than England. 

13. Event organisers suggestion of a flat rate start fee: Due to the pressure of time, this will 
be discussed at the next meeting. 

14. Event organisers’ suggestion of compulsory National event entry for Novice drivers: 
CS noted this might increase national entries but remove the option to qualify at a club or 
regional event. It was felt this would be a deterrent to prospective Novice drivers. CS felt 
that encouraging them to come to an Intermediate class was a better strategy. DL 
suggested removing club Novice Qualifiers from Championship qualification but it was 
agreed that this would deter people moving up and affect the entries at the National 
Championships. After considerable discussion, it was agreed no changes would be made. 

5 Correspondence 

1. Letter from a member suggesting alternative ways to construct obstacles: While this 
was a good idea in principle, it was felt that the logistics would preclude this being a 
practical option as we struggled to get the scoring trailer to events. The cost of 
transportation and the time to construct them was not viable. It was agreed to thank the 
member for the suggestion.  

2. E-mail regarding congestion of Regional event dates: DW felt there was nothing more 
that could be added to the reply already sent and that many events’ dates were set by the 
venues, although Council appreciated the need to keep events spread. His comments will 
be taken into account when organising the 2020 calendar.  

3. E-mail from a member of Council re Competence Card for National Novice: PA had 
been approached by members who noted there was no difference at Escrick between the 
Novice Qualifier class and the club class and suggested that a member could drive in the 
qualifier and qualify even if they had not completed their competence card, although 
National Championship qualification would only apply once the competence card had been 
completed in full. It was agreed that this would over-complicate the current simple system 
and had the potential to compromise safety. It was agreed to retain the present system. 

4. E-mail from a member re selection procedure for RWHS: The member had expressed 
concerns about a conflict with the Chef d’Equipe and the drivers selected. CS noted that the 
Chef’s could be asked to submit their lists earlier. CS noted that one Chef had a conflict 
which was allowed to continue as it did not affect choices and would be reviewed if that 
situation changed. CS suggested writing to the member to say that Council has full 
confidence in the Chef d’Equipes to perform their roles, noting that all decisions by Chefs 
are subject to ratification by Council. This course of action was agreed. 

Garden Party invitation Tuesday 21st May: Further aspects of this discussion were 
deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

6 Ratification of e-mail decisions 

1. Change of prizes from the Saddlers Company: The Saddlers’ Company had noticed that 
many of the prize headcollars were being won on more than one occasion by the same 
person. It was proposed to change the system and award a training voucher to para drivers 
or young drivers who completed at least 3 National or Regional events in one calendar 
year. The value of the voucher will be determined by the number of applicants. This was 
proposed by PA, seconded by DW and agreed unanimously.  

2. Adoption of the FEI Rule Changes into the BC Rule Book and changes to BC specific 
rules: Subject to a satisfactory revision of the rule pertaining to selection of singles and 
pairs for the pony team, this was proposed by PA, seconded by JR and agreed 
unanimously. 

3. New sponsor for Driver of the Year Points League: CS expressed thanks to MK for 
finding HarnessStuff to replace Fenix, a decision with which everyone was happy. 

7 Date and venue for the AGM 2019 

The 19th October had been published in the Yearbook before JB noted Bury Farm’s date had moved 
and now clashed. The next available date was 16th November. The Council meeting will be held in 
October to sort out the 2020 committees. 

8 Equality Action Team meeting invitation  

The BEF had e-mailed to request a representative of BC with responsibility for equality and diversity 
issues. It would involve some BEF training and how to implement this. It was noted that we already 
were inclusive although further work needed to be done to encourage BME participation. AF 
volunteered and CS noted this fitted well with her portfolio of training and participation. 
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9 Directors and BC membership 

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

10 Ratification of RWHS entries 

The Chefs d’Equipe had been asked to provide a list of the members they wished to send to RWHS. 

The list of Pony Four drivers was proposed by JR, seconded by JB, and agreed unanimously. 

JB and DL left the room. CS noted the Horse Fours list could be controversial due to the earlier e-
mail. Philip Bateman had telephoned this morning to confirm invitations for 6 horse fours. There was 
some discussion regarding the performance levels of some of the Horse Fours. CS noted the Chefs 
were asked to take the development of the team into account and that Council is not a selection 
panel. After some further discussion, the Horse Fours list was proposed by DW, seconded by PA and 
agreed unanimously by those eligible to vote. 

CS left the room and DL and JB returned. JB took the chair. The Chef d’Equipe had asked Council to 
choose 4th and 5th places. It was agreed that Lindsay Falloon would be first reserve. The Horse Pairs 
list was proposed by DW, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. 

11 Qualities of a Chef d’Equipe 

It was agreed to thank Jill for producing this document and suggest it is used as a template for the 
next workshop which Jill is planning. It was agreed that it would not be appropriate to publish it on the 
web-site. 

12 Chef d’Equipe for Para Driving 

Julie Camm had been proposed as the replacement for Rachel Belliere-Wilson. CS had thanked 
Rachel at conference and MK was asked to also write to express the thanks of Council. Julie’s 
appointment was proposed by PA, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously.  

13 Tender for 2020 National Championships 

CS asked if any alterations were needed for the 2020 tender document and suggested tenders are 
submitted before the next meeting. CS asked if the schedule should have a dressage option on 
Thursday and this was agreed. He will delete references to Young Horse classes. Flexibility on the 
date will be offered. It was agreed to leave the option to provide stabling open and look at bids when 
they are received. Once CS has completed the update, MK will send the invitation to tender to event 
organisers, clubs, Countryman Fairs and put it on the web-site. 

14 BC / Zilco collaboration to produce a harnessing up video 

MK and AF had been approached by Zilco who were looking for someone to help make a video on 
harness fitting. MK noted the Worshipful Company of Saddlers were willing to offer funding to make 
an educational video on this subject. Council felt this subject was already covered extensively on-line 
and agreed not to take this forward. 

15 Strategic Plan and Risk Register 

CS noted the need for a strategic plan and risk register. CS asked for views on the benefit of a risk 
register which would document steps to be taken in relation to certain eventualities. MK and CS will 
look into a template which can be modified to suit our needs. MK will add an agenda item to identify 
additional risks to be managed. 

CS had collected some strategic plans and asked MK to circulate these and any other templates 
identified by members of Council to Council. This will be considered in more detail at the next 
meeting. 

16 Finance 

BF had emailed CS to say he was working with the bookkeeper on the accounts and, as they were 
still reviewing adjustments, there were no December figures as yet. 

17 Committee Reports 

1. F&GP: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. 

2. Competitions: DW reported interest from some venues who had potential to run events. 
Council asked DW to continue exploring options. 

a) Appointment of John Goodwin as probationary CD: DW noted he had submitted an 
impressive list of experience. John’s appointment was proposed by AF, seconded by JR 
and approved unanimously. 

3. Rules 
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a) Selection procedure for Pony Singles and Pairs: Jill Holah had noted the need to 
amend this due to the FEI changes to the composition of the team which is now 2 of 
each configuration, with the best finisher having their whole score counted. CS noted 
pros and cons to having both selected on points, or one chosen on points and one 
selected, as it is now necessary to produce drivers with an all round ability. Council 
agreed that is was desirable to retain the option to select one driver so the procedure 
for singles and pairs will now mirror the way the fours are selected.  

It was noted that the 2018 Rule Book wording says it is necessary to have driven at one 
of the selection events. It was agreed to amend this to read “completed” a selection 
event in the 2019 Rule Book but that for pony drivers this change would not be 
implemented until 2020 which will avoid penalising anyone who had already 
participated under the previous wording. 

These changes were proposed by DW, seconded by PA and agreed unanimously. 

b) Proposal to attach reins to the carriage at an event: DL had brought this idea 
forward as a possible benefit in case a rein was dropped. It was agreed to leave this as 
a matter of personal preference.  

4. Judges: JR had nothing to report. 

5. Health and Safety: Peter Bridson had sent a report and we will check that their 
recommendations match the web-site etc.  

The recommendation to mark moveable obstacles was well received and this 
recommendation will be communicated to clubs, event organisers and officials. DW will 
raise this at the National clinics. 

Working Groups 

6. Training: AF noted everything relevant had already been covered. AF will email MK with a 
note that some funding can be available to attend club clinics. MK will send this out to clubs 
and AF will compile the report. 

18 Any other reports 

1. Office: CS thanked MK for making rapid progess with MyClubhouse. The new office 
number is being used by most members and it was agreed to discontinue all other numbers. 

2. Safeguarding: MK noted John Anslow had attended the BEF My Concern course and will 
work with MK to disseminate this to the clubs. Further aspects of this discussion were 
deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

3. Equestrian Safety Group: DW reported from the meeting on 24th January. Nothing was 
directly relevant but there was a great deal of interesting content. A general awareness 
campaign is planned to highlight the need to service trailers. The BHS had highlighted that 
road incidents should be reported even if the incident does not result in an accident. This 
will give weight to the lobby to seek legislative change. MK will add the link to our web-site. 
DW had circulated a copy to the Safety Committee. MK asked for a copy. 

19 Date and venue for the next Council meeting 

MK will create a Doodle Poll for the weeks beginning 11th and 18th March. 

20 AOCB 

MK noted that a new procedure was in place for FEI rules. Rule change proposals for 2020 must be 
received by the FEI no later than 1 March 2019. It was agreed there were no changes we wished to 
suggest at this point. 

PA noted some concerns with the register of volunteers. It was noted that this would change once we 
had the platform up and running. 

JR noted a member’s concern over the amalgamation of pairs. It was noted that Council knew it was 
not going to suit all but stressed it was a trial for one year. 

JB commented on the video pertaining to social licence and suggested that this is highlighted to 
officials to mention at competitor briefings. MK was asked to resend it to all Council and Philip 
Bateman. 

There being no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 3.30pm. 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 

 

Best Western Premier Yew Lodge Hotel, Packington Hill, Kegworth, DE74 2DF  

Tuesday 19th March 2019 at 9.30am 

 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: Patti Atkinson, James Broome, Angela Flanagan, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, 
James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  

Apologies were received from Ben Freer and Dave West who noted other commitments meant he 
would not be able to arrive on time.  

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

The minutes were taken by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin. 

MK noted that the meeting would be recorded.  

2 Conflicts of interest 

No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed by AF, seconded by JR, and agreed as a true 
record of the meeting. The Chairman signed the minutes of the previous meeting. 

DW joined the meeting. 

4 Matters arising 

1. Social Media Strategy: JB updated Council on the current position. A report of the training 
day will be published in the next news pages in Carriage Driving. JB referred to an e-mail 
received from a member. CS conveyed the content of this to Council which referred to the 
performance of PRfect and subsequent communication from them. JB noted it was difficult 
to communicate the discussion element of the day and that while Facebook can get many 
likes, PRfect indicated these are likely to be from people who are already engaged, 
whereas Twitter reaches more people who could potentially become involved. The delay in 
the handbook was due to changes that had to be made.  

PA suggested it would be helpful if JB put together a precis of the arrangements for 
circulation to Council. CS felt all stakeholders needed to be informed as the details 
circulated so far had caused confusion; he felt that this should have been done by BC.  

JI noted she was confused about how much PRfect was going to do for BC and asked why 
all events were not being promoted. JB replied that this was not PRfect’s role and to 
promote (for example) Ashfields, PRfect would need a story; Amy Mundell had been to the 
training to represent Ashfields. JB noted PRfect were not responsible for generating content 
but this should be sent by the designated PR liaison people to PRfect in order to be widely 
distributed by them via a variety of media. JI asked if Council would receive details of what 
had been done and JB will ask for this to ensure accountability for the members’ money. 
MK asked for a list of the people to contact.  

CS felt BC needed to develop a statement showing how it’s going to work and how the 
training will move around the country if the collaboration with PRfect is continued in future 
years. MK noted that comments had been made regarding some members’ perception that 
the company was dealing primarily with Cricklands and suggested a push to obtain content 
from other events.  
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PA asked who the most northerly person who attended the media training was and 
suggested that a more Northern option should be arranged, even if it increased the cost. It 
was noted that the time frame had been insufficient to let some people arrange time off 
work. AF felt that the focus, if it continues next year, should be in the North. PA noted she 
felt excluded and had been asked not to contact PRfect directly. JB noted this was before 
the media training had been delivered. CS noted that all National and Regional events and 
other interest groups (e.g. teams, paras, BYD) should have been invited to nominate a PR 
liaison who would be provided with the media pack if unable to attend the training. No 
events were excluded. CS asked whether IHDT had nominated a PR liaison and suggested 
that this was important in order to ensure that as much publicity as possible was generated 
by the Indoor Championships. MK agreed to check the position. 

JB asked if Council felt PRfect should be allowed to upload content straight to the website. 
DW felt this should only be with Vic’s agreement. It was agreed that posts would still need 
to be screened before publication. JB felt that Facebook was less official than the web-site. 
DW felt that MK’s point regarding the potential for technical problems with the web-site was 
a significant concern and agreed the content had to be checked. JI noted that the RDA 
ensured that everything was acceptable e.g. everyone wearing hats, which was the sort of 
point that a non-horsey person would not pick up on. It was felt that the current slide show 
was out of date as it featured Christmas pictures, but it was agreed that Vic also needed 
content. JB felt that the PR liaison people should only be sending in appropriate content. It 
was agreed that PRfect should be able to upload to the web-site if Vic can find a way to 
make this work. JB will phone Vic to chat through this idea.  

CS asked if the Social Media Strategy could be removed from Maters Arising and included 
under Other Reports instead with JB to report progress at future meetings.  

2. CASC appeal: CS reported that, if we can get registered, benefits include the ability to 
claim gift aid and some larger companies will give their staff time off if volunteering for a 
CASC or charity. Having complied with their original request of changing the M&As, new 
conditions were added by HMRC including the need to provide facilities. CS reminded 
Council of the other conditions that need to be met and noted that the facilities provision 
was a tricky issue as the web-site gave no guidance on this topic although it gave guidance 
on the other points. 

CS asked the directors to offer suggestions of how to describe, in writing to HMRC, how we 
comply. CS had made some notes to show how BC: 

• have a H&S Policy and Committee to monitor wellbeing and to provide a safe 
environment for members 

• have a Competitions Committee to view prospective event venues and a calendar 
to facilitate the sport 

• Council receives applications to approve events and put a tender out to host the 
NCs 

• provide a Rule Book 

• provide administration and structure to support events, officials and their training, 
that are necessary to run events 

• provide disciplinary and grievance procedures 

• provide a Safeguarding lead and officer to ensure a safe environment 

• provide the scoring programme licence 

• offer training and grants for clubs and athletes to progress and assessments to 
enter the sport.  

• equipment, stored in a trailer, makes it possible to transfer a field into an event.  

• have expertise as well as equipment, to source safe turnouts to offer try driving 
days and introduce newcomers to the sport.  

JB asked if any other similar sports have CASC status. CS will enquire at the BEF meeting 
tomorrow. 

3. On-line membership platform: CS felt any problems could be resolved. The ability level 
was discussed and MK noted this can be altered to make it an office entry. CS had some 
queries regarding the T&Cs but was happy with the legal side. PA felt that splitting 
payments needed further development. PA had enquired about Escrow and the cost was 
£3k for the first year and £1.5k in future years. CS felt a decision regarding back up options 
could be delayed until the system was up and running. At present, clubs can take out their 
own subscription or, in the future, an integrated system could be created. Adoption of 
MyClubhouse as the membership platform for BC was proposed by JB, seconded by JR 
and agreed unanimously. MK will write to Matthew at MyClubhouse and let him know that 
CS will be in touch. PA asked if MK had time to work on developing the system. MK replied 
that she felt it was important to do this in order to become familiar with the new system. 

4. Barclays / Santander options – carried forward from 9/11/18: CS felt this should be 
removed from the agenda at present and given to the new Treasurer to consider. 
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5. ATVs and insurance – carried forward from 9/11/18: CS had spoken to the insurers and 
confirmed there was no cover for members’ ATVs at events.  

6. Financial assistance for FEI 2* events in GBR: JI, CS, JB and DL declared a conflict of 
interest. The Chefs d’Equipe had been consulted regarding the option of redirecting the 
travel grants to the events but they had not been happy with this suggestion. MK had 
circulated the expenses breakdowns from Hopetoun and Sandringham and the deficit 
caused by running as FEI 2* events. CS noted that the British events did not pass the 
EADCMP fee onto the athletes as other international events do. JI felt this could be done 
next year. JI noted many of the chefs had rung her and suggested utilising money from 
other sources. DL proposed a subsidy of £1k for both events. JB noted British Showjumping 
gave indirect support and JR noted British Dressage did support international events. JI 
highlighted the proposal from the FEI to increase the number of qualifying events from 2 to 
3. JB felt that an increased entry fee could be the best option. CS felt the entry fee was a 
relatively small expense in the overall scheme of international competition. PA proposed, 
for 2019, offering £1k per event by redistributing the travel fund from the teams to the 
events, which will benefit all drivers rather than just those that are in the team. This could 
be reduced in 2020 once the event had the option to increase their entry fees and pass on 
the EADCMP fee. CS added to this proposal, suggesting that this was directed to assist 
with the provision of the 2 FEI vets, one of the major expenses. This was seconded by DW 
and agreed unanimously by those eligible to vote. 

CS felt a reply should be sent to one Chef d’Equipe regarding a query about the number of 
Council members eligible to vote. CS noted those with a conflict supported removing the 
travel grant as everyone takes part in the debate. MK will reply on behalf of CS. 

7. BC stickers: MK has been in touch with OPG and is awaiting a quotation. 

8. Selection and Ratification Panels for Horse Fours 2019 and Single Horses 2020: MK 
reported that Sue Mart had been happy to accept this invitation, but Fred Pendlebury did 
not wish to take on this role. CS suggested Peter Bennet and it was agreed MK will 
approach him. 

9. Council Appointment of Honorary Life Vice-president: Further aspects of this 
discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. 

10. Event organisers’ suggestion of a flat rate start fee – carried forward from 6/2/19: PA 
had done some research on this and reported an average annual income of £28k from start 
fees. PA was asked to send MK details of the figures which will be added to the Council 
papers for this meeting. After some discussion, it was felt that the fee should be the same 
for all classes and a flat fee of £45/turnout would generate approximately the same income 
as 2018. PA proposed from 2020 that start fees are the same across the board. CS felt that 
a consultation should be undertaken. MK will put a note in the next newsletter and ask for 
comments to the office before a decision is taken.  

11. Directors and BC membership: This was discussed under item 1. Directors will be 
reminded of the need to be a member if they are on Council.  

12. Tender for 2020 National Championships: CS noted this had been delayed but was now 
ready for approval. CS noted Osberton had expressed interest for 2020 and CS suggested 
that the date is chosen to enable them to submit a bid. PA noted a problem with the 
wording and suggested that providing everything in the welcome pack “on arrival” was not 
practical and CS will take this out. CS noted that the tender could be extended to allow 
dressage on Thursday afternoon and access to the showground should be extended to 
9am on Wednesday. This was agreed. CS will make the agreed changes. DW noted 
Osberton will run a trial event in conjunction with the horse trials this year. DW noted it was 
an excellent venue and Stuart Buntine is experienced running horse trials. The venue has 
good access off the A1 with 7,000 acres available. DW felt it had huge potential. CS 
suggested tenders are returned before the next meeting. 

13. Garden Party: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the 
British Carriagedriving Council. 

5 Correspondence 

1. Letters from two judges requesting permission to officiate in 2019: Joyce Simpson 
and Jane MacInnes had both attended the club judges clinic, taken by Philippa Thompson, 
in 2018 when the snow prevented many from attending the National clinic at Stow, but had 
been unable to travel to Stow in 2019, so their National qualification had lapsed. PA noted 
this also affects Margaret Brockie who plans to retire at the end of this year. It was agreed 
to accept all 3 requests as all were very experienced officials. 

2. Application to be added as a Probationary Judge: Esther Rawlinson had applied to be a 
Probationary Judge and this was agreed unanimously. 

3. Email from a member suggesting extending the scope of Indoor Driving eligibility for 
Competence Cards and enhanced Safety Assessments: It was agreed that the intention 
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of enabling Novice drivers to use the Indoor Open finals as one of their 3 events for their 
Competence Card would not be extended to drivers wishing to have their Competence 
Card signed off for multiples. 

In response to this e-mail, the Safety Committee proposed that a new driver should lodge a 
photocopy of their competence assessment form with their entries for the first three events, 
with provision for the form to have an extra page which could then be signed off by the 
event organiser confirming the turnout was the same as that assessed. It was agreed that 
this would be a sensible enhancement to the present system and MK will amend the form 
accordingly and advise clubs of the change. 

MK will thank the member for these suggestions. 

4. Email from a club’s directors re UKCC: AF noted this was a typographical error and 
apologised for not spotting this. MK will reply to the club. 

6 Strategic Plan 

CS felt this would soon be a BEF MB requirement in line with the guidelines for good governance. 
CS had circulated the BE version as a template although he anticipated the BC version would be 
less complex. It was felt the BC vision should be to aim to generate a sport that is inclusive and 
available to as many people as possible. Increasing participation and developing the sport of horse 
driving trials were also considered important with the KPI being the number of members and the 
number retained year on year. PA suggested revisiting the SWOT analysis conducted a few years 
ago as not all the suggestions have been implemented. CS felt that Council needed to identify the 
agreed vision, and formulate the 3 columns noting the strategic goals, values and KPIs. Other 
strategic goals identified were to: 

• improve the public image of the sport 

• implement the membership platform 

• encourage more officials into the sport 

• increase participation 

• improve international performance from grass roots upwards (which will also increase 
participation). 

CS asked Council to send him any further ideas or note any aspects of the template with which they 
did not agree, should any come to mind after the meeting. CS will draft a BC Strategic Plan. 

7 Risk Register: risks to be managed 

MK had circulated a list of ideas to create a Risk Register and a copy of the BEF document. CS 
noted we need to identify the risks we have and examine how to mitigate them. Risks identified at 
this time were: 

• Loss of a major event 

• Gap in insurance cover – CS noted we have an insurance review meeting each year. 

• Loss of data held by the BC office – this is now stored on a cloud and hard drive. 

• Lack of officials or volunteers – make the day enjoyable and pleasant. 

• Fraud 

• Social conscience leading to banning of the sport – can be addressed through education 
and animal welfare 

• Theft of BC property from event sites 

• Data protection breach 

CS will collate the document and asked directors to email thoughts to MK.  

8 Privacy notice 

CS noted the variety of templates and noted that we must have a Privacy Notice due to GDPR and 
for MyClubhouse. CS reminded Council that MK was the nominated data protection lead and 
suggested she should attend an appropriate course annually. This was proposed by PA, seconded 
by DW and agreed unanimously. The directors were happy with the draft which CS will fine tune. 
Forms for joining need to ensure that necessary permissions are requested. Signing up to a British 
team or selection process will need permission to have members’ email addresses circulated. This 
will be discussed further in conjunction with MyClubhouse. CS noted Council members, UKCC 
coaches and other similar personnel needed to consent to have their contact details / photographs 
on the web-site or in the Yearbook. BC also needs to agree how long email archives are stored and 
this will be considered in conjunction with MyClubhouse. 

9 Flu vaccinations 

The BEF want to ensure MBs are all taking necessary steps to reduce the spread of the current 
outbreak. Our existing rules require spot checking of passports. Some disciplines have introduced a 
requirement that a vaccination every 6 months or within 6 months of the event is required. It was felt 
that we would remain in line with other MBs unless explicit veterinary advice is received. It was 
agreed to retain the existing rules. 
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The interpretation of the rule in Annex 11, 1.3 regarding the annual vaccination had generated 
numerous queries to establish if vaccinations on the same date every year were acceptable. It was 
agreed that it would be helpful to clarify the BC rule to make it clear that equines vaccinated on the 
same date each year comply with the BC Rule Book. CS noted this was based on AHT advice 
regarding vaccination lapses. This was proposed by DL, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. 

10 Event stabling and electric hook up subsidy 

PA asked if the offer of a BC subsidy still existed for stabling and electric hook up provision at 
events. PA noted she had done a survey on line to gauge interest in stabling at the Championships. 
CS noted that the intention was not to offer a subsidy but rather to cover any shortfall if an event had 
budgeted for stabling and generators but uptake had been lower than envisaged, making the 
provision of these facilities a cost to the event. CS noted that BC did not intend to subsidise projects 
that were not financially viable. CS felt this safety net for events should be ongoing. This was 
proposed by JR, seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 

11 Officials List 

Management of the list and different interpretations of the rule regarding clinic attendance were 
discussed. JR felt that some judges needed additional training if returning to the list after a break. 
DW suggested retaining the system which MK had implemented where the starting point is the 
required attendance levels and names turn red if officials’ attendance lapses. CS suggested Council 
review the list after the clinic each year which would give time for officials to apply to carry on judging 
in extenuating circumstances. This procedure was agreed. 

JR proposed the following names were removed from the current list: 

1. Peter Bennet off and time as a probationary judge before returning. This was seconded by 
DW and agreed unanimously. 

2. Mark Broadbent as a judge was seconded by PA and agreed unanimously. 
3. Pauline Scott as a judge was seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 
4. Edwina Lawson Hart was seconded by PA and agreed unanimously. 
5. Charles Powell was seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 
6. Lewis Black was seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 
7. Ian Bertram was seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 
8. Mark Broadbent as a CD was seconded by PA and agreed unanimously. 
9. Pauline Scott as a CD was seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 
10. Nigel Hodgson was seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 
11. Steve Lucas was seconded by JB and agreed unanimously. 
12. Gordon Watson was seconded by JI and agreed unanimously. 
13. Carol Meredith to be asked regarding her willingness to continue. 

MK will write to officials to notify them and in advance  

Retention of officials will be added as an agenda item for the next meeting. 

12 Finance 

MK reported that our bookkeeper, Rona Clark, was dealing with the accounts. CS asked for these to 
be sent to himself and BF in due course. 

13 Committee Reports 

1. F&GP: CS noted there was nothing to report. 

2. Competitions:  

a) Evolution Classes: DW noted a member had suggested promoting Evolution classes 
to clubs. CS suggesting emailing clubs to ask them to apply to BC if they would like to 
run one. DW will send MK the text of an e-mail which can be circulated. 

b) Osberton: DW reported that Stuart Buntine was intending to run a trial event this year. 
Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British 
Carriagedriving Council. CS asked DW to respond in a positive light given the potential 
of the venue. 

3. Rules: MK noted rule books had been ordered. 

4. Judges: JR proposed that, after the meeting of the Judges Committee in Stow, judges on 
List 3 and Probationary Judges should only judge Novice, Intermediate and Open classes 
and sit in on multiples classes to gain experience. It was agreed that this will be 
implemented from 2020. This was seconded by AF and agreed unanimously.  

JR noted a request from Julie Camm who asked if someone, classed under Para Driving 
with compensating aids, could avoid penalties if the movement cannot be effectively 
completed. CS read the relevant rule which had been amended specifically to allow Para 
Drivers to use their compensating aids. CS felt whether a driver incurred penalties may 
depend on what the compensating aid is and felt this needed input from the judges. 
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JR also proposed, based on a recommendation from the Judges Committee, that Novice 
and Pre-novice tests could return to having 5 collective marks. This was seconded by PA 
and agreed unanimously. MK was asked to amend the Rule Book before publication.  

5. Health and Safety: Peter Bridson had submitted a report to Council before the meeting. 
The content was discussed under item 5.3. 

Working Groups 

6. Training: AF noted the Judges Workshop at Arena UK is on Saturday. She reported that 
the current UKCC course had been cancelled due to lack of numbers, most likely due to the 
increased cost of attaining this qualification, but hoped to be able to run it later in the year. 
She confirmed that the BEF grant from Sport England was subsidising attendees at the 
Club TD clinic. 

14 Other reports 

1. Office: MK had nothing to add to her report submitted before the meeting. 

2. Safeguarding: Ji noted she had nothing to report 

3. Equestrian Safety Group: DW noted the next meeting was in May. 

4. Equality and Diversity: AF reported the first meeting takes place next Friday and 
anticipates help will be available from the BEF to write a BC Equality and Diversity policy.  

5. National Equine Forum: CS had attended on behalf of BC. He felt it was helpful to have an 
update on flu and Brexit and commented that the Princess Royal had moderated an 
interesting discussion on charities. 

15 Date and venue for the next Council meeting 

MK will create a Doodle Poll for the weeks commencing 17th and 24th June.  

16 AOCB 

There being no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 3.30pm. 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes 

 

Heath Lodge Hotel, 117 Coleshill Road, Marston Green, Birmingham, B37 7HT. 

Wednesday 19th June 2019 at 9.30am 

 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: Patti Atkinson, James Broome, Angela Flanagan, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, 
James Rooney, Chris Smith and David West.  

MK and JI were delayed at Glasgow Airport so CS opened the meeting at 09.35 and indicated that 
he would defer consideration of any contentious matters. 

There were no apologies. 

The minutes were taken initially by CS then by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin, who arrived at 
10.15 and noted that the meeting would be recorded.  

2 Conflicts of interest 

No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 

The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed by AF, seconded by JR, and agreed as a true 
record of the meeting. The Chairman signed the minutes of the previous meeting. 

4 Matters arising 

1. CASC appeal: CS thanked the members of Council for their contribution and confirmed that 
the finalised document had been sent to HMR&C. No response had yet been received. CS 
indicated that he would keep members informed of any developments. 

2. On-line membership platform update: CS indicated that MK had covered this in her office 
report and suggested that this item was considered when the office report was discussed. 

3. BC stickers: CS suggested that this item was considered when the office report was 
considered. 

4. Strategic Plan: CS indicated that due to pressure of work and competing he had not made 
any substantial progress with the drafting of this document. 

5. Risk register: CS indicated that due to pressure of work and competing he had not made 
any substantial progress with the drafting of this document. 

6. Privacy Notice: CS indicated that MK had covered the new on line platform in her office 
report and suggested that this item was considered when the office report was discussed 
because of the inter relationship. 

5 Correspondence 

1. Email re marathon distances for Novice and Intermediate drivers: PA summarised the 
position as set out in her e mail. CS apologised for the fact that the revised rule book did 
not reflect the whole of Council’s decision. 

JB explained that at Cricklands the marathon had been measured in accordance with 
Council’s decision. DW indicated that at Ashfields the distance had been reduced and the 
time had also been shortened. 

JB pointed out that whilst removing obstacle 2 (as at Cricklands) should not cause any 
timing issue, removing obstacles 7 and 8 (as at Hopetoun) might give a driver who was on 
schedule a real problem if they were close to the minimum time. 
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DW pointed out that the same TD had implemented different solutions at different events 
suggesting that the existing position was being sensibly implemented ‘on the ground’. 

JB pointed out that provided the paperwork reflected the position there should be no 
problem and DW suggested that the position be reviewed at the end of the season and 
possibly discussed at conference. 

2. Letter of thanks: Ian Gilbert had written to Council expressing his thanks for the gift and 
position of Honorary Life Vice President awarded at Hopetoun. 

6 Ratification of Decisions taken by e-mail 

1. Pony Selection and Ratification Panel: Karen Bassett had asked to be replaced and 
Andrew Counsell had agreed to take on this role. PA proposed the decision and DW 
seconded the proposal which was passed unanimously. 

7 Tenders for 2020 National Championships 

CS noted 4 tenders had been received: Ashfields, Bywell, Cricklands and Osberton. JB and PA 
declared a conflict of interest. PA noted that she wished to withdraw the tender for Bywell to host the 
event again therefore enabling it to move around the country. CS noted JB would not be excluded 
from the discussion but would leave the room for the vote.  

CS asked for views on the tenders and asked if the intention was to reach a decision today. JB noted 
he could wait until later in the year but felt a decision was needed before November. CS felt it was 
important to let the organisers know and recommended a speedy decision as Ashfields had very 
limited availability. Osberton was planned to run at the end of September / beginning of October. CS 
invited comments.  

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

DW proposed that Osberton be asked to hold a National event in 2020 as a NC qualifier for 2021 and 
JB proposed accepting the Ashfields bid for the 2020 National Championships. DW’s proposal was 
seconded by AF and DW seconded JB’s proposal with all in favour. Osberton will be a free standing 
event in 2019 with a new event in the calendar in 2020. PA confirmed that the intention is for Bywell 
to run as a National event in 2020. CS suggested that Osberton should be encouraged to submit a 
bid for the 2021 National Championships. 

8 National Championship qualification for the previous year’s champions 

PA noted a member had approached her to ask if automatic qualification could be reinstated. JR 
reminded that Council for the basis of the change as Novice and Intermediate drivers could not 
return. After some discussion it was agreed to retain the existing rule. 

9 Financial support for home FEI 2* events 

JB and CS declared a conflict of interest. DL noted he had been contacted by all the Chefs d’Equipe 
who were in favour of supporting 2* events but were unhappy to have their views ignored given the 
current surplus in the accounts. CS noted their views were not disregarded and stressed that Council 
took detailed notice of their views, although Council eventually disagreed with their view and took a 
different approach. CS felt that the correct decision had been taken and would prefer to address the 
start fee issue if a sufficient surplus existed.  

After considerable discussion, CS noted the decision to continue supporting the 2* events and that 
there was no desire to reinstate the previous international funding for this year. He suggested that 
each team is invited to submit a bid for funding for future years and felt that the Chef d’Equipe did a 
lot of work throughout the year and deserved the greatest support. CS felt that this would allow for 
differences in the teams. DW noted that requests for support would be for 2020 onwards. 

10 Start Fee Consultation 

MK had circulated the responses and CS commented that he was pleased with the number of people 
who had taken the time to put their views forward and that the general consensus was for change. 

PA reiterated the statistics leading to £28K start fee income in 2018. JB supported a flat fee of £45. 
DW preferred the flat fee but less for the novices. PA felt a flat rate, but no fee for Novices or Para 
drivers, was the best option. DL agreed with a flat fee with a lower rate for novices and this was 
endorsed by AF. JB suggested that newcomers could have a free year for their first year. JB felt the 
distinction between novices and newcomers to the National scene should be recognised. CS 
suggested no start fees until you have contested a NC but it was felt that this could be a deterrent 
regarding NC attendance. CS felt that a more radical suggestion could be to, given the healthy state 
of our finances, we could have a flat fee of £40 and remove the fee for novices. MK reminded 
Council that Novices compete as Associate members, a saving of £100 saving on a full membership 
and that some novices remained in the class for some time. She reminded Council that one of the 
main concerns last year had been the need to curtail the drop off after attending the Novice National 
Championships and to try and encourage Novices to move up to Intermediate. It was agreed to use 
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part of the BEF funding for athlete retention to start with and issue everyone submitting a 
competence card with 3 free start fee vouchers which are not date specific, and have a flat rate of 
£40 for everyone else including novices. This will start in 2020. Anyone having submitted their 
Competence Card in 2019 will also receive 3 vouchers. BC will fund these even if the grant funding 
ceases. A flat start fee of £40 with 3 vouchers for start fees starting from 2020, was proposed by AF, 
seconded by DW and agreed unanimously. 

11 Affiliated Club event organization 

It was agreed that interpretation of the insurance provision was the main issue. Our liability cover is 
for affiliated clubs for events organised by the club and for Nationals, Regionals and the National 
Championships. People organising events on behalf of the club should contact the club to confirm 
their insurance provision. It was felt that Osberton would already have liability cover but CS felt we 
should check that they have advised their existing insurers of the addition of driving.  

12 Increased Insurance Cover  

CS noted this had been considered at the request of PA, specifically if one incident gave rise to a 
number of claims. At the Insurance Review Meeting with representatives from Howden, CS had 
asked what the cost of increasing the cover to £40,000,000 limit of liability would be. Howden had 
looked into this and the indication given was £5,000 plus IPT. 

This was discussed in detail with the outcome stressing the importance of a detailed Risk 
Assessment of the set up, take down as well as the actual event. Clubs will be reminded of the need 
to complete their Risk Assessments fully. 

A clinic for safety officers was suggested with John Woollacott to lead it with an annual on-line 
training session. The Safety Committee will be asked to plan to hold a training event annually by the 
method they consider most appropriate with a request for them to advise the number of times people 
should be required to attend. 

13 Horse Fours Selection – 2018 or 2019 Rule Book? 

CS outlined the position. JB and DL declared a conflict of interest. 

PA had spoken to Peter Bennett (who is on the ratification panel) and recommended that the 2018 
rule be used for this year. JR seconded PA’s proposal. Both those eligible to vote voted in favour. 

PA then suggested that council should reconsider the amendment made for 2019 (complete) and 
revert to the 2018 wording (compete) for all future selections. JB, DL and CS declared a conflict of 
interest. 

DW was concerned that if the 2018 rule was reintroduced this might in theory lead to a driver turning 
up at an event and then leaving without driving and still being eligible. JB pointed out that the 
‘selected’ driver still had to be selected and that the panel could be trusted not to select an 
inappropriate driver. DL pointed out that if (for example a driver) tipped up and did not complete it 
was still up to the panel. 

CS stressed the importance of supporting British events and encouraging drivers to come to as many 
as possible. 

DW pointed out that we needed to take into account the fact that any driver aspiring to represent 
GBR ought to be willing to come to as many events as were required. 

JR seconded PA’s proposal. All those eligible to vote voted in favour. 

14 Code of conduct for drivers, grooms and helpers at an event 

JI referred to the existing code of conduct and noted that one very regrettable and extremely 
unpleasant issue remained unresolved at Hopetoun for which an apology would be appreciated as 
no admission has been forthcoming or apology received. JI noted the shower facility may have to be 
withdrawn as a result. CS noted that naming names would be necessary to invoke the BC code of 
conduct. DL noted it was a rare occurrence. CS suggested that members should be reminded that 
drivers and their support teams should be bound, not only by the rules, but by the code of conduct. 
MK will include a reminder in the next news pages in Carriage Driving. 

15 Retention of Officials 

CS noted that, having reviewed the list of officials, there was some need to address this issue. CS 
felt one problem was the heading in newsletters detailing clinic information which may encourage 
people to skip the article. MK felt this did not explain the huge numbers attending in the North and 
such small numbers in the South.  

AF hoped to continue the funding available for people going to club clinics. Existing officials now only 
have to attend less frequently and only need a Supporter membership. AF suggested badges for 
stewards. PA noted she had received an e-mail about stewards and this will be added to the next 
agenda. AF’s suggestion will be considered in conjunction with this proposal.  
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16 Finance including 2018 accounts 

CS introduced this item by referring to the draft accounts and DT’s commentary. CS also referred to 
the figures for this year to date. DW commented that the figures were a pleasant surprise. 

CS pointed out that membership income looked as if it would be down this year but that expenses 
were in line with last year. 

DW proposed that JB and CS be authorised to sign the accounts. PA seconded this proposal which 
was passed unanimously. 

JI proposed that we thank DT for stepping in and JB suggested a hamper be sent to him at home. 
This proposal was passed unanimously. 

17 Committee Reports 

1. F&GP: CS noted he and JB kept in touch although there is no formal report. CS noted the 
insurance premiums will remain at the same or at lower levels. The underwriter for the 
liability policy is changing although this will not affect BC. Plans for a microsite to Howdens, 
linked from our web-site, are under way and will include Q&A, direct line to Howden and an 
on-line reporting for incidents and accidents. MK circulated the risk information form for our 
insurers and CS asked directors to complete these and sign before they leave. CS 
mentioned that, having gone with MyClubhouse, we would be invoiced at 50% of the full 
license fee until it goes live.  

2. Competitions: DW noted he had started work on the 2020 calendar. DL mentioned 
feedback from Cricklands from competitors who had queried the lack of detailed drawings of 
the cone course. JB noted practical reasons why this had not been done. CS read the 
relevant rule which noted athletes should receive a copy and that it is posted at the arena. 
PA felt it was impracticable to give it to all the competitors. DW noted normal practice is to 
post it at the arena with a pile in a convenient spot for competitors to collect and proposed 
that the rule is clarified to reflect this. DL seconded this with unanimous agreement.  

DL asked about event reports, and MK confirmed where these were sent. DW noted he 
forwarded any relevant points to other members of the Competitions Committee. DL asked 
to be included in the report circulation. DW said that he was happy to provide reports to DL 
but MK noted that the reports were written in confidence. CS noted that the present process 
of action being taken by DW was working well and did not necessarily merit circulation to all 
members. DL felt that it was not in the best interests of the sport to leave it to one person to 
be responsible for deciding whether any TD or PoJ report recommendations should be 
further discussed or acted upon, especially if that person was not present at the event. As a 
director of BC DL was unhappy that this information was classed as confidential and not 
available to him and other members of Council as common practice. 

DL noted that at Cricklands the point raised last year had not been actioned as more time 
was needed on Section B. DW noted that normal practice is to adjust the time through 
consultation between the TD and PoJ. JB felt the sudden increase in temperature could 
have contributed to the tired horses and high heart rates this year.  

CS suggested that the TD and PoJ reports should be amended to include an additional 
sheet with notes to be forwarded to the next year’s officials and MK will add this to future 
reports. 

3. Rules: CS noted this committee had not met and nothing had been discussed.  

4. Judges: JR had nothing to report from judges. 

5. Health and Safety: Nothing to report. 

Working Groups 

6. Training: Sport England have continued the grant, distributed by the BEF, for another year.  

18 Other reports 

1. Office: MK had supplied a report in advance of the meeting.  

The cost of 100 stickers (80mm x 100mm) would be £30 and for 1000 the cost would be 
£170. After considerable discussion it was agreed to discontinue this idea. 

The options for questions on the membership form and horse registration form on the 
MyClubhouse site were discussed in detail and MK noted the preferred options for 
implementation. 

2. Safeguarding: Nothing to report. 

3. Equestrian Safety Group: DW had attended an interesting meeting in May. A 
representative from the Sports Ground Safety Authority spoke. He noted BE have had 
drone issues which spooked horses and suggested adding this to our rule book. DW will 
refer this to the Safety Committee and update in due course. Fires in lorries were discussed 
and the RA should allow at least 3m between vehicles. DW will also refer this to the Safety 
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Committee and noted a working group had been established by the ESG to look into this. 
JB noted roadways were needed to enable access by a heavy fire truck, especially if the 
ground is wet.  

4. Equality and Diversity: AF noted some training was to be made available. 3 hours would 
be required but an on-line option is also available. The meeting she is due to attend 
tomorrow will supply further details. AF asked who needed to undergo this training and 
noted further detail would be available after the next Equality and Diversity meeting. CS felt 
that AF will be able to identify whether or not Council needed training after she had been in 
the role longer. 

5. Equine Forum 

CS had attended and noted that it was very interesting. JR will represent BC next year. 

6. Social media Strategy:  

JB spoke to people at Hopetoun and noted serious concerns with PRfect’s performance. He 
had spoken to PRfect who suggested additional content was required and a change of 
procedure was needed. JR felt that the idea to ask individuals to contribute was not working 
and a team approach could be a better option. JB noted there had been little content from 
Ashfields and the content from Hopetoun had not been published. PRfect had noted that the 
Scottish Cup final had taken precedence in the media on the Hopetoun weekend. PRfect 
had responded by organising a local TV news slot for Wilf Bowman-Ripley, an interview with 
Daniel Naprous on Zoe Ball’s radio show and a TV crew attending Cricklands.  

MK noted that there had been numerous inaccuracies in the report, published on the web-
site by PRfect, of the presentation to Ian Gilbert. It was agreed that referring to Ian in the 
headline as a “Dalry Resident” was inappropriate for the audience. After considerable 
discussion CS felt it was important to try and make the relationship with PRfect work by 
emphasizing the need for interest groups to appoint a PR Liaison and emphasizing the need 
for appointed PR liaisons to generate copy. 

19 Date and venue for the next Council meeting 

MK will create a Doodle poll for the week beginning 7th Oct. 

20 AOCB 

CS noted BC had, or was about to receive, at least 3 or 4 complaints regarding disciplinary 
procedures which will require disciplinary committees to be convened with 3 Council members for 
each one. CS noted they had arrived late and Safeguarding issues may be involved. CS will look at 
all 3 and invite suitable Council members for each committee. CS will, in due course, after reading 
the information, contact the appropriate people.  

The minutes from the meeting on 19th March recorded, “… the Safety Committee proposed that a 
new driver should lodge a photocopy of their competence assessment form with their entries for the 
first three events, with provision for the form to have an extra page which could then be signed off by 
the event organiser confirming the turnout was the same as that assessed. It was agreed that this 
would be a sensible enhancement to the present system and MK will amend the form accordingly 
and advise clubs of the change.” MK queried how this was to work as the “Introductory 
Safety/Competence Assessment”, published on the web-site for clubs’ use, was not mandatory. The 
clubs will retain the right to assess this in any acceptable method although there will be a 
recommendation that the same turnout is used. The clubs will need to monitor this and feedback to 
BC. 

JI noted dates for Hopetoun could be difficult next year as there were 5 weekends in May. JI also 
asked if the funding for FEI 2* events would continue. It was felt that this should continue, with PA 
making a formal proposal which was seconded by AF with all in favour. 

CS felt that any discussion on selection events should be deferred until dates are confirmed. DW 
noted the chefs also had to be consulted. 

DW noted that at a recent event 2 quad bikes were stolen. MK to send note to event organisers 
asking them to remind competitors to be vigilant regarding security. 

MK noted that the minutes of the meeting on 6th February had recorded, “JB noted the cost was £4k / 
year”, but we have already received an invoice for £2.5k which was intended to represent half the 
payment. MK noted PRfect are not VAT registered. JB felt that this was his mistake and we would 
have to pay the £5k. 

CS noted that the PRfect would only work if everyone bought into the concept. CS asked if Bywell 
had a media liaison and PA confirmed that she did. PA felt we should stay with PRfect and try and 
feed more information to them. CS suggested the emails which were going out shortly might 
generate more information.  

CS noted significant concerns with the material published on the web-site by PRfect and felt that the 
web-site may be better updated internally. CS felt that a better format giving PRfect access to the 
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web-site would need to be found or that Council could remove this and leave Vic to quality control the 
web-site as in previous years.  

Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving 
Council. 

MK suggested the social media strategy could be delivered as a report and JB agreed to submit this 
in advance of the next meeting.  

As there was no further business the Chairman closed the meeting at 15.45pm and thanked the 
directors for attending. 
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British Carriagedriving Council Minutes  

 

Radisson Blu Hotel Stansted, Waltham Close, London Stansted Airport, Essex, CM24 1PP. 

Monday 7th October 2019 at 9.30am 

 
 

1 Present at the Meeting: Patti Atkinson, Angela Flanagan, Jane Isaac, Dick Lane, James Rooney, 
Chris Smith, David West (arrived 1030) and, by invitation, David Titmuss as acting Treasurer. 

Apologies were received from James Broome. 

The minutes were taken remotely via a teleconference link by the Executive Officer, Mary Kusin, who 
noted that the meeting would be recorded.  

2 Conflicts of interest 

No new conflicts of interest were noted. Conflicts with individual agenda items will be noted during 
the meeting. 

3 Minutes of the previous meeting 

The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed by JR, seconded by AF, and agreed as a true 
record of the meeting. The Chairman signed the minutes of the previous meeting. 

4 Matters arising 

1. CASC appeal: CS noted a further reply had been received from HMRC and he is collating 
additional details in order to respond. 

2. On-line membership platform update: This was detailed in the office report. 

3. Strategic Plan: CS note he was still working on this and showed members a copy of the 
new BEF strategic plan.  

4. Risk register: CS noted he was still working on this. 

5. Privacy Notice: CS noted no comments had been received in response to the revised draft 
he had circulated and proposed that the draft privacy notice was adopted. CS asked MK to 
check that MyClubhouse was compatible with the privacy notice as this is an important 
policy which has to be implemented, particularly with regard to the length of time 
information is retained. BC need to ensure systems are in place to make the policy work. 

5 Correspondence 

1. Email re ‘flu vaccinations: CS noted this topic had been discussed in detail at the recent 
BEF meeting who were working on preparing their own policy. CS noted JB had sent an e-
mail with comments on this agenda item indicating that he was not in favour of the FEI 
policy and preferred a policy of 12 month vaccinations with a recommendation for 6 
months. DL noted he was not in favour of compulsory 6 monthly vaccinations as racing felt 
it was not necessary. He felt the FEI policy was adequate. JI felt that 6 monthly 
vaccinations were the best option and PA felt that the “within 6 month” option was 
preferable. CS noted the FEI rule seemed to be the preferred option. PA noted a possible 
issue with Club classes at regional events. CS felt that all BC events would need to adopt 
the BC vaccination rules. CS noted that number of ‘flu cases had reduced in the last few 
months but vigilance was still required. Adoption by BC of the FEI rule for ‘flu vaccinations 
was proposed by JI, seconded by PA and agreed by a majority with DL against.  

2. Letter requesting NF endorsement of application to be an FEI Steward: JI noted that 
GBR did not have very many FEI stewards. Further aspects of this discussion were 
deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council. As BC does not have an 
equivalent post, CS suggested finding out what the FEI requirements are to be able to 
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cross reference these with the CV at the next meeting. MK will reply to note that we do not 
currently have training for stewards and have requested a note of the FEI criteria. 

3. Email from a member suggesting regional driving advisors: This was discussed at 
some length and agreed as a good idea with the directors all agreeing to be regional 
advisors. It will be added to the web-site via a map with contact details for all the directors, 
giving their email and mobile, as the current directors are well spread over the country. MK 
will respond to thank the member for the suggestion and confirming that the idea had been 
unanimously approved, while Council felt it was better for progression of the sport for 
directors to be first point of contact. 

CS noted that he was often approached at events by members and suggested having a 
specific time at each event when Council are available for an informal chat with members. 
CS suggested a rota and asked the directors to come to the next meeting with a plan for 
the season and a preferred time for these chats to take place.  

4. Email from a member proposing an alternative format: MK had circulated a document 
which summarized the wide range of comments on Facebook. CS invited comments. PA 
felt star levels caused confusion with the FEI and noted that the idea of cob classes had 
not found favour on Facebook. As an organiser, PA felt that the one day format, combined 
with a 2 or 3 day event, was difficult to coordinate and that the one day format was already 
adopted by many clubs. It was noted that there had been a number of Facebook comments 
noting the similarity of the 1* proposal to the existing Evolution classes. AF felt that many of 
the proposals were already in place at club events. DL agreed that most of what was 
suggested is already done by BC or at club or indoor events but a lot of opinion had been 
whipped up on Social Media so BC had to be seen to listen. JR and JI agreed with DL and 
PA. JI highlighted the number of people commenting on FB that were not members. CS 
noted the confusion with the star nomenclature but felt that Evolution should continue as a 
lead in for people from club to National. CS agreed with the consensus that most of the 
ideas were already implemented. PA noted the Evolution class was cancelled at the NCs 
as 7 had qualified and only 2 entered. PA agreed the Evolution class was a good idea but it 
was a challenge to organise, a view endorsed by JI. MK noted that there had been a 
number of comments suggesting that people wishing to enter short format events or 
Evolution classes are not prepared to travel very far. AF felt further clarity on who can enter 
Evolution classes was required. 

DW joined the meeting having been delayed by heavy traffic. 

CS noted event organisers had the option to schedule Evolution classes to suit themselves 
and that one idea of having the Evolution class was to encourage people to stay over and 
offer help for the main event. DW felt Evolution had, so far, failed in its original intention. 
CS noted he had been a strong supporter in the beginning and there had been some 
success with a number of drivers having taken the step up to National events. MK noted 
that many of the FB posts had indicated that many did not know the Evolution classes 
existed and suggested retaining these classes in the present format but making a much 
greater effort to target likely participants. CS felt it would give out the wrong signal if 
Evolution was removed and it would need to be replaced with an alternative. DW felt that 
MK’s suggestion should be adopted. CS felt that the class can run on any day and it would 
be worth asking the event organisers to give it their support for 2020. JR asked if there 
were any tweaks that could be introduces to make it easier to run. A new rule to reduce the 
number of times a driver could win the Championships was suggested. After some further 
discussion, it was agreed to try and revitalize the Evolution class in 2020. 

5. Email from a member with a query about the value of entries: JI noted that the member 
had asked about the contribution to BC from start fees of some members who only did one 
event versus someone who entered 4. CS noted BC is funded by subscriptions and start 
fees which are designed so that the “user pays”. Costs to BC include some fixed 
overheads and some costs that depend on the number of serviced events with preparation 
of schedules, the Yearbook, event paperwork, competitor numbers, green cards, 
information and support. BC also provide timing clocks and their maintenance, tabards, 
cones and a dressage arena. Start fees also contribute part of the cost of running BC and 
training officials. MK will reply with details of what’s provided and how BC is funded. CS 
suggested this is added to the next news pages in Carriage Driving with a comment on the 
percentage of office time to prepare paperwork for events.  

6. Email re format and selection events at Lowther: CS suggested this was dealt with in 2 
parts: one format and one selection events. he noted that George Bowman IV had 
indicated that Lowther would run a traditional format next year and this was warmly 
welcomed. The Lowther Derby will be kept as an optional extra and Council hope many will 
take part as this promotes the sport to the country fair audience.  

Selection events will be discussed under item 23.2(d). 

7. Email from a member re Selection Events: CS noted the number of points in this e-mail. 
First, whether or not the class members get a vote regarding selection events. It was noted 
that some Chefs d’Equipe ask the drivers to vote, some make the decision themselves, 
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and some invite comments from the class. Some classes ask for the £200 selection fee to 
be paid in order to have a say. CS confirmed that the allocation of selection classes was a 
Council decision with input from the chefs. PA felt the chefs should not have the decision 
which can now appear to be the case. DL felt that the drivers perceived selection events 
were chosen to support events and CS and DW confirmed that this was indeed an 
important factor to take into account. MK reminded Council that the original intention, when 
the Chefs d’Equipe were invited to comment of the choice of selection events was to 
enable integration with desirable international events, not to choose the events in Britain. it 
is important that the Chefs d’Equipe need to make Council aware of any factors they wish 
taken into consideration. MK noted the request of 2 chefs that drivers need to have 
completed a 3* event as part of the selection process but CS felt it was not necessarily 
their intention to include RWHS, rather that the drivers should go abroad.  Council broadly 
supported the suggestion that drivers should have competed at 3* level but felt that further 
consideration needed to be given as to how this would work in practice and how a rule 
could be drafted that worked for all classes. 

Point 2 is about rotation of selection events which will be considered under item 23.2(d). 

Point 3 is about changing the process for allocating RWHS invitations. PA felt that the 
present system was not necessarily producing the desired result with one driver entering 
with horses that had not previously competed together although Council had not been 
made aware of this when the entries were ratified. CS noted that the procedure was kept 
under review but Council had no plans to change the present process at this time. CS 
asked directors to consider alternative wordings for the allocation of invitations and to 
circulate this by e-mail. MK will reply. 

6 Ratification of Decisions taken by e-mail 

1. Affiliation of the Bedfordshire Carriage Driving Club: A new club, Bedfordshire 
Carriage Driving Club, had applied to become affiliated to BC and this was agreed 
unanimously. 

2. ‘Flu Vaccinations: This was discussed above under item 5.1 which supersedes the 
decision taken by email.  

3. Scoring Trailer: DT confirmed that this was becoming uneconomic to maintain and, as he 
had owned it for a number of years, he has sold it. 

7 Promotion of officials: John Goodwin, Malcolm Brown and Esther Rawlinson 

DW noted that John only worked in Ireland but had excellent references. His promotion to the Course 
Designers list was proposed by DW, seconded by DL and agreed unanimously.  

Malcolm’s promotion to the list of Course Designers was proposed by DL, seconded by JI, and 
agreed unanimously. 

Esther’s promotion to the Judges List 3 was proposed by DW, seconded by PA and agreed 
unanimously.  

8 BEF Medal of Honour  

CS had circulated the BEF’s request for nominations. It was agreed that BC would not submit a 
nomination this year. 

9 Welfare of ponies 

DW noted his club had been considering a horse welfare issue of weight ratio of driver and 
backstepper and pony as a number of turnouts, usually small ponies, had been recently seen 
competing which could be considered to have compromised horse welfare. CS noted he had spoken 
to the WHW representative at the recent BEF meeting who noted there was insufficient research at 
present to give firm guidance. CS confirmed that horse welfare was always at the forefront of BC’s 
thinking. JI noted a weight limit for drivers at RDA which was taken very seriously. In RDA the animal 
can only pull its own weight over rough ground and its own weight plus 50% on tarmac. This would 
mean a 300kg pony could pull a combined weight of carriage, driver, groom and harness of 300kg 
and cyclists often accompany a carriage and people are weighed. The fitness of the pony was clearly 
relevant and JI reminded Council that RDA targets were aimed at leisure ponies. PA queried how 
this could be applied to tandems where there are 2 ponies but one did the bulk of the work. JR 
mentioned a previous recommendation where a pony was deemed capable of pulling 2.5 times its 
own body weight. CS felt that action was needed and was more of an issue at club events where 
there will not be a vet as nothing should compromise the welfare of equines. CS suggested asking 
the judges for guidance although the practicalities of weighing horses and drivers at events made 
creating a rule impractical. JR will take this to the Judges Committee and ensure it is raised at the 
judges training clinics. As a result of concerns raised, the judges will be asked to produce a 
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recommendation. This will be run past WHW. Public perception of equestrian sport is an important 
consideration. 

10 Equine Vaccinations 

CS reminded Council that the BC decision was to follow the FEI ‘flu vaccination rule. CS felt that, as 
tetanus was not a biosecurity risk, tetanus should be left to the drivers and this was agreed. CS 
noted the BEF and AHT recommendations which, from the start of next year’s outdoor season, will 
require FEI vaccinations. CS asked MK to explain to members how this will work and to stress that 
any queries should be directed to members’ vets. It was also noted that drivers need to check the 
requirements of any centres they may be visiting. 

11 Venue for National and Club Judges Clinics 

CS noted the Unicorn Trust was the traditional venue but he felt there were other options which 
might be considered for future years if this made it easier for members to attend. Further aspects of 
this discussion were deemed to be confidential by the British Carriagedriving Council 

12 Retention of safeguarding documents 

MK noted that safeguarding documents would be retained indefinitely. Council needs to take no 
further action as the privacy notice has been passed. 

13 Selection and Ratification Panel for Horse Fours World Championships 2020 and Pony and 
Horse Pairs World Championships 2021 

Council agreed to defer a decision until the new Council is appointed, and possibly consider this 
topic at the short meeting after the AGM. 

14 Selection and Ratification Panel communication 

MK requested that the Council representative is appointed to officially notify the BC office and 
Council of the decision of the Selection and Ratification Panel and any desired wording required 
when making the announcement of the teams. This was proposed by DW, seconded by JI, and 
agreed unanimously. 

15 AGM and Conference: format, agenda and topics for discussion 

Council agreed to follow the same format as last year. CS will chair the affiliated clubs meeting and 
Philip Bateman will be invited to chair the international meeting. DT noted he was happy to attend the 
Conference and speak as Treasurer; Council thanked him for this offer. MK will e-mail the members 
one more time and ask for questions and suggestions in advance although this does not preclude 
discussion on the day. 

16 National Championship Report 

CS noted that the NCs had been a fantastic event. PA thanked him and reported that she had 
received lots of positive comments. PA noted a significant loss of entries to the Pony WCs and a 
southern club event. She felt it was very disrespectful of any club to organise an event the weekend 
before or after the NCs. The event did not break even having run it on a green field site but would 
continue as a National in 2020. It was felt that drivers need to know where the money goes and DT 
offered to create a Powerpoint presentation to show this at the Conference. PA felt that the NCs 
should revert to being organised by BC. CS asked MK to add an agenda item for the next meeting to 
discuss how the NCs and National events are run.  

17 Equality and Diversity Policy  

CS referred to the documents circulated by MK and asked AF to introduce these. AF explained that, 
in order to be compliant with the BEF requirements for good governance, the Equality Standard for 
sport needs to be completed. CS asked AF to complete this on behalf of BC and then circulate it to 
Council for comment. AF noted she had requested comments from CS on the Equality Policy which 
also needs to be signed. CS will complete this review and it will be circulated for Council’s attention 
with the other documents. CS asked for any specific comments to be sent to AF. AF noted that it had 
been suggested that the policy is displayed at events and on the website. 

18 Retention of Officials and badges 

This referred to the e-mail sent to PA by Katie Stewart which proposed a training programme and 
qualifications for stewards along the same lines as the FEI. PA promised to send it to MK for 
distribution to Council. CS felt that this could be aspirational rather than practical at this time. AF 
noted a stewards training day was organised at Bennington Carriages. AF will send MK details for 
the website and for the clubs. 
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After some discussion, the idea of badges would be reconsidered once the steward’s proposal is 
discussed. 

19 Committee Composition for 2020 

F&GP will comprise CS, JB and PA with the new treasurer once appointed. 

Competitions Committee will remain unchanged. 

Rules Committee will remain unchanged. 

Judges Committee will remain unchanged. 

It was noted that Frank Campbell had not responded to many recent communications sent by the 
Safety Committee and MK will check if he wishes to remain on this committee. 

Mary Jane Campbell will be added to the Yearbook listing; her name is already on the website. 

MK will ask Mary Jane Campbell to confirm any changes to the Young Driver Committee. 

MK will ask Julie Camm to confirm any changes to the Para Driving Committee. 

JI as Council Lead for Safeguarding and AF as Council Lead for Equality and Diversity will be added 
to the photo pages on the website and Yearbook. 

The changes above were proposed by PA, seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. 

20 FEI Driving and Para Driving surveys 

MK will complete the 2 FEI surveys on behalf of BC. She will contact Julie Camm for input into the 
Para Driving one.  

The second one asks for opinions on the FEI’s proposal to remove the ban on pneumatic tyres, 
which Council agreed to support with the restrictions removed altogether, and reducing the size of 
dressage arenas for pony pairs and singles to 80mx40m. JR felt that welfare considerations should 
be considered for the pony singles and pairs. CS asked JR if he had ever judged a test where 
welfare was compromised by the longer arena. JR noted that he had seen this in some novice 
classes. CS suggested it could be easier to review the novice test. After some discussion about the 
implications of this proposal, CS asked the directors to vote; 3 were against the proposal and 3 
abstained. MK will respond to say that we do not support this proposal. 

21 Young Driver and Para Training Awards 

It was agreed that, should the Worshipful Company of Saddlers renew their offer of training grants for 
Para Drivers and Young Drivers in 2020, the wording would be changed to improve clarity and will 
confirm “complete” means to do so without retirement or elimination.  

22 Finance  

CS thanked DT for stepping in to assist Council while a new Treasurer was sought and for providing 
such excellent commentaries on the current financial situation. DT had expressed concerns about 
the drop in membership numbers. CS felt many people had joined as Associate members last year 
out of habit but this year realised they did not have to. 

DT noted positive progress regarding the appointment of a new treasurer. DT noted he had long 
conversations and the prospective treasurer was a thoroughly professional finance director who DT 
had no hesitation in recommending for the position. Given the timing of the Council elections, it was 
agreed that the new Treasurer would be co-opted in November and stand for election in future years.  

DT noted Council’s wish to keep the cost of competing as low as possible. Affiliation and 
membership fees will remain unchanged for 2020 with start fees lowered for the majority of classes 
and three free start fee vouchers given to all new Novice drivers. DT will help prepare the 2020 
budget. 

23 Committee Reports 

1. F&GP: CS noted he had nothing to report but mentioned a few related issues. he had been 
to 2 BEF Council meetings and was continuing productive dialogue with the other Member 
Bodies. 

CS also noted that the issue of succession for the role of Chairman should be considered 
by Council as he is happy to continue for another year but won’t be putting his name 
forward the following year.  

2. Competitions: 

a) Amalgamated classes for 2020: DW noted that there was little support for the 
amalgamated pairs classes and some very unhappy competitors. PA proposed 
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reverting to Open and Advanced Pairs classes. This was seconded by DL and 
agreed unanimously.  
For Singles, PA noted some members had been in favour of removing the 
Intermediate class although DW had received negative feedback on this topic. DW 
felt the classes should be retained but encourage organisers to combine classes if 
entries are low. MK noted this idea had been proposed at the Conference in the 
past and had been so unpopular the idea had been dropped. CS felt that removing 
or merging classes put people off.  
DW proposed that the singles and pairs classes revert to the times as detailed in 
the 2018 Rule Book. This was seconded by AF and agreed unanimously. 

b) Future of Evolution classes: This was discussed earlier under item 5.4. 
c) Review of marathon distances for Novice and Intermediate drivers: DW noted 

there had been a few problems but none that were significant and proposed this 
should be retained. The Council were in agreement. 

d) Selection events for 2020: DL, PA, JI and CS declared conflicts of interest on a 
number of the following decisions.  
DL noted he had great respect for GB IV’s enthusiasm but, despite the bad 
weather, would like to see the changes implemented for a year before any 
selection classes are awarded for Lowther.  
H4: DL left the room for the vote. Ashfields, Cricklands and Sandringham agreed 
unanimously as the selection events for the Horse Fours by those eligible to vote. 
H1: CS, JI and PA left the room for the vote. In the absence of CS, DW took the 
chair. There were a number of alternatives. PA noted Lowther gives an excellent 
crowd experience. It was agreed Osberton was not an option for a selection event 
at this stage and 3 events were needed in the middle of the season. It had been 
suggested that the Singles did not want their selection events too close together to 
allow for further training between events. Hopetoun, Sandringham and Bywell were 
proposed by JR, seconded by DW agreed unanimously as the selection events for 
Single Horses by those eligible to vote. 
H2: CS left the room for the vote. PA proposed Lowther which was seconded by 
DW and agreed unanimously. 
Ponies: PA left the room for the vote. CS noted he was not in favour of using the 
NCs which does not need any increase in entries. it was noted that the NCs had 
only been used as a last resort in the last 2 selection rounds. JI proposed Bywell. 
This was seconded by DL and agreed unanimously. 
Following the meeting a late conflict was identified with members of the pony class 
who were also YD trainers who would wish to attend the YD European 
Championships and would therefore be unable to compete at Bywell. Council 
noted they would have taken this into account had this conflict been notified in 
advance of the meeting. The first selection event for the ponies has therefore been 
changed to Osberton. 

e) Safeguards for driving trials run in conjunction with other events: MK noted 
the need to ensure safeguards were in place to complete the driving trials when 
run in conjunction with other events. This was agreed and will be further 
considered when approving schedules.  

f) Exemptions re clinic attendance for experienced officials: DW noted he had 
received a request from an experienced official, who only wished to officiate for 
one more year, to be granted an exemption from attending the National clinic at 
Stow on the Wold. DW asked for approval for Ian Douglas to be told in advance 
that he did not need to attend the 2020 training clinic and this was agreed.  

g) 2020 Calendar: DW noted Osberton had received favourable reports and 
recommended it is approved as a National event in 2020 which was agreed 
unanimously. It will be a qualifier for the 2021 NCs and Points Table. CS asked if 
anyone had comments regarding the organisation of Osberton. AF noted that the 
lorries were parked far too close together and that there had been a few problems 
with public accessing the obstacles when it was not safe to do so. CS noted that, 
despite being told some obstacles were closed for walking at certain times, this 
was not the problem it had first seemed, and could be managed. CS suggested 
providing an information tent and “Ask Me” tabards to improve interaction with 
spectators. Try Driving days would need to be advertised with booking options on 
the day. 
CS noted some issues over circulation of the dates. DW noted that it was easier to 
avoid confusion by not circulating dates more widely. CS asked for dates to be 
sent out by the Chairman of the Competitions Committee to Council once enough 
were confirmed to make the list meaningful. 

3. Rules: 

a) Number of people on a carriage when exercising at an event: It was noted that 
an anomaly existed in the Rule Book which was clear that 2 grooms were needed 
for fours in competition and an additional groom required if leading the spare 
horse, but did not clearly specify 2 grooms had to be with the turnout when 
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exercising. Clarification of rule 5.1 to require 2 grooms on the carriage at all times, 
plus an additional groom if a horse was being led, was proposed by JI, seconded 
by DW, and agreed unanimously 

b) Selection wording: CS clarified drivers need to compete at, rather than complete, 
at least one selection event to be eligible for selection and will ensure the 2020 
Rule Book reflects this decision. 

4. Judges: Dressage tests for 2020: JR noted a review of the novice test is underway which 
will be revealed at the National clinic at The Unicorn Trust. He noted the possible changes 
to the FEI Singles tests which may have an implication on the tests for BC events. Other 
tests remain the same. PA noted Novices still have 5 collectives as an incorrect sheet had 
been used at a recent event. 

5. Health and Safety: A report from the H&S Committee had been received in advance of the 
meeting. It highlighted that distances between lorries had to be adequate and MK was 
asked to add this to the event organisers meeting agenda.  

A recommendation was made that drones should not be allowed. PA noted that drones 
have their own rules and regulations. DW felt that we could make an addition to our Rule 
Book that these cannot be used without the express permission of the TD, which would 
prohibit drivers being followed by a drone operated by friends or family. This was agreed. 

High Risk Turnouts: DW noted that one animal had bolted twice at one event. It was felt that 
TD and PoJ reports should be identifying any such risks and this information forwarded on 
to other officials and events to ensure it is more actively dealt with. DW and MK will amend 
the report form to have a box to confirm there were no issues which need to be dealt with. 

CS noted much more stewards training is needed. MK noted the point of the spectator who 
had commented on the handling of her own accident at Bywell. It was agreed that there 
needs to be a checklist of points for stewards to deal with and that the Safety Committee 
needs to make recommendation of issues that need to be addressed as obstacle observers 
need to be prepared for eventualities on the day. 

Ambulances were discussed. PA noted medical cover is one of the major costs for an 
event. CS noted the Risk Assessment requires organisers to consider the number of 
ambulances. DW suggested an ambulance could take a casualty to a treatment centre to 
allow the ambulance to return to the event. This will be reviewed by the Safety Committee. 

It was noted no date had yet been set for the Safety Training and MK will contact Peter 
Bridson and chase this up. 

Working Groups 

6. Training: AF reported that a stewards training day had been arranged for 2/11/19 and will 
email MK details for publication.  

UKCC coaches’ CPD is to arrange a Try Driving Day in their areas. AF will collate dates to 
enable MK to publicise this. 

CS noted that he had been asked if any CPD training could be part funded by BC. It was 
agreed this was not an option at this time. 

24 Other reports 

1. Office: MK added to her report and noted that there had been 65 new members in 2019 
despite the overall drop in membership numbers. MK noted the number of non-returning 
members was fairly high. 

Looking ahead to the Yearbook, MK noted that Zilco had declined to advertise in the 2020 
publication and asked Council to think if they could identify an alternative advertiser who 
would like the premium spot of the back cover.  

2. Safeguarding: JI noted there was nothing at this time.  

3. Equestrian Safety Group: DW will attend the next meeting on 13/11/19. 

4. Equality and Diversity: AF noted this had already been discussed under item 17 although 
a meeting date has to be arranged to allow for the necessary Equality and Diversity training 
to be delivered to the directors. 

5. Social media Strategy: Further aspects of this discussion were deemed to be confidential 
by the British Carriagedriving Council. CS referred to the paper received from Rebecca 
March which CS felt was well thought out and addressed many aspects, both positive and 
negative, of the current arrangement with PRfect. He noted that for many reasons the 
relationship with PRfect had not worked. PA noted she would be happy to share her 
experience of how to get the media involved and she felt any event organiser could do this. 
PA proposed the contract with PRfect is not renewed. This was seconded by JI and agreed 
unanimously. 

PA felt Council would benefit from a strategy meeting, in addition to the normal Council 
meetings, to look at the way forward for the sport rather than always being reactive. CS 
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suggested holding one every year at which no normal business would be conducted. As the 
way forward for social media forms part of the overall strategy, it was suggested that 
Rebecca March should be invited to attend as she had offered in her letter to be involved 
with formulating a new social media strategy and a plan for next year. CS will write to 
Rebecca. 

25 Date and venue for the next Council meeting 

There will be a short meeting after the AGM.  

11/2/20 was proposed for the next meeting as this fits in with availability for most of Council and the 
need to arrange delivery of the Equality and Diversity training. AF will organise to have this take 
place in the morning. The venue will be arranged after the new Council is confirmed.  

A date for the strategy meeting will be arranged after the Conference. 

26 AOCB 

JI suggested adding BHS liaison to other reports and this was agreed. 

DT thanked Council for inviting him to attend the meeting and offered his services for as long as they 
were needed. 

PA suggested having the event organisers meeting earlier in the season to enable ideas to be 
discussed. JI confirmed this was on the agenda for the Event Organisers meeting as was the query 
about restricting attendance to National Event organisers. CS felt it was a meeting for all organisers 
so Regional events should be in attendance. This will be discussed at the Event Organisers meeting. 

At the BEF’s invitation to MBs, JR confirmed he will attend the NGB Membership Forum titled “The 
Competitive Edge”. 

CS noted he will shortly be attending a Brexit meeting with reference to equestrianism. 

MK noted the Horse Tandem NC trophy had not been seen since it was returned in 2017. MK will 
circulate an appeal to try and locate it on Social Media. 

MK noted she was unable to confirm the cost of repairing the Intermediate Pony NC trophy until she 
was able to drive. Once this can be established a decision regarding repair or a new purchase will be 
made. 

Emails had been received from 2 Chefs d’Equipe suggesting that there should be a requirement to 
attend a 3* event to be eligible for selection. It was agreed this cannot be implemented just now for 
H1 as they are part way through their selection process. CS noted a number of issues this raises 
including the question of when this has to be completed. Support for the proposal was positive but 
further consideration is needed to see how it is to be implemented and a clearer proposal wording 
formulated before details can be worked out. CS will reply to both e-mails. 

As there was no further business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 4pm and thanked everyone 
for attending. 
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